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The judicial branch of government plays, in Honduras, a very important role
in the social, political, and legal life of the nation.
A view to the Constitution will help to understand its role played as a
vital part of the governmental structure.
CONSTITUTION OF HONDURAS
June 3, 1965
TITLE I
THE STATE AND ITS FORM OF GOVERNMENT
SOLE CHAPTER
Art. 1.

Honduras is a sovereign and independent state, erected as a democratic

Republic, to ensure the enjo5mient of freedom, justice, social and economic well-being,
and the individual and collective betterment of its inhabitants.
Art. 4. The Government of Honduras is republican, democratic and representative;
it is composed of three complementary and independent branches: legislative, executive,
and judicial, and is based upon the principal of national integration.
The integration implies participation by all political, economic, and social
sectors in public administration, a principle that officials must respect in order to
ensure and strengthen Honduran nationality and to make feasible the progress of
Honduras, based upon political stability and national conciliation.

The judiciary power is dealt with in the Constitution from Art. 210 to
Art. 233, although references to the judicial branch or parts of it can be found in
several other articles, the forecited articles deal with and only with the judiciary.
Articles 234 through 248 of the Constitution deal with the constitutionality,
review, enactment, sanction, and promulgation of laws.
CHAPTER VIII.

JUDICIAL BRANCH—ORGANIZATION

Art. 210. The judicial branch is composed of a Supreme Court of Justice,
courts of appeal, and other courts established by law.
The Supreme Court of Justice shall sit in the capital of the Republic and
*
shall consist of seven principal justices and five alternates.
Art. 211. To be a justice of the Supreme Court of Justice, it is required:
to be a citizen in the exercise of his rights, a Honduran by birth, a lawyer before
the courts of the Republic, over thirty years of age, and a lajnnan, and to have held
the position of lawyer judge (juez de letras) or magistrate of a court of appeals
for at least one year, or to have practiced his profession for five years.
Art. 212. To be magistrate of the court of appeals it is required:

to be a

citizen in exercise of his rights, Honduran, a lawyer, over thirty years of age.

the Constitution has been amended and presently there are 10 justices
or Magistrates and one President.

and a layman, and to have held the position of 'juez de letras' for at least one
year, or to have practiced law for five years.
Art. 213. The following may not be elected justices of the Supreme Court:
1.

Persons who have any of the disqualifications indicated for cabinet

Ministers; and
2.

Relatives within the fourlii degree of consanguinity or second degree

of affinity.
Art. 214. The provisions in paragraph one of the preceding article are
applicable to the appointment of magistrates of courts of appeals, and the prohibition contained in the second paragraph applies to appointments of magistrates of
the same court of appeals.
Art. 215. No trial shall have more than two instances, and the magistrate
or judge who has exercised jurisdiction in one instance may not hear the other, even
in cassation, in regard to the same matter, without incurring liability.
Likewise, judges who are relatives within the fourth degree of consanguinity
or second degree of affinity may not hear the same case.
Art. 216. The position of magistrate or lawyer judge is incompatible with
the practice of law or holding office or emplojmient in the other branches, except as
a teaching professor or diplomat on temporary mission.

Art. 217. The term of office for justices of the Suprame Court of Justice
shall be six years.
Art. 218. Justices of the peace shall be appointed by the lawyer judges.
Art. 219. The administration of the justice is free of cost.
Art. 220. Justices, judges, and officials of the Public Ministry may not be
compelled to perform military service, not to appear for military exercises or
practice.
Art. 221. The courts of justice may request assistance of the Armed Forces
to enforce their decisions, and if this is refused or is not available, they shall
require this of other citizens. Anyone who refuses to give assistance, without
justifiable reason, shall incur liability.
Art. 223. The law shall regulate the organization and powers of the tribunals
and courts and of officials of the Public Ministry.
Art. 224. The Supreme Court of Justice shall be presided over by one of the
proprietary justices.

It shall elect its president during the first session, for a

period of six years.
Art. 225. Positions in the judicial branch shall be compensated, without
exception.
Art. 226. Justices and judges may not be removed from office except for
commission of an offense, the investigation of which has resulted in an order of

commitment or trial, for bad conduct, or for noncompliance with the obligations of
his office. These circumstances shall be determined by the Supreme Court of
Justice on the basis of suiranary information and a hearing of the accused.
Transfers of judges and magistrates of the courts of appeals shall be regulated
by law.
Art. 227. The law shall provide the means for establishment of the judicial
career and to assure the capacity, stability, and independence of the judges. It
shall also establish the standards for competence, organization, and functioning of
the courts, insofar as this is not provided for in the Constitution.
Art. 228. The law shall provide for inspection of the operation of the
courts, the means for attending to their operational and administrative needs, and
the organization of the auxiliary service of justice. None of this shall affect
the autonomy and independence of the judges.
Art. 229. The contentious-administrative court shall be established.

The

law shall regulate its organization, functioning, and powers.
CHAPTER IX. POWERS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF JUSTICE
Art. 230. The Supreme Court of Justice, in addition to those powers
conferred by law, shall:
1.

Enact its internal relations;
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2.

Try official and common offenses of the high officials of the Republic

whenever the national Congress has declared there are grounds for impeachment;
3.

Confer the title of lawyer and authorize those who have received it to

practice the profession of notary;
4.

Declare that there are or are not grounds for trial of such officials

and employees as are specified by law;
5.

Try cases of prize, extradition, and others that it must try according

to international law;
6.

Hear cases of cassation, according to law;

7.

Hear cases of protection against authority (amparo) and review, according

to law;
8. Appoint the magistrates of the courts of appeals, the lawyer judges,
labor judges, registrars of property, and officials of the Public Ministry;
9.
10.

Publish the Judicial Gazette;
Accept or refuse to accept the resignation of officials appointed by it,

and grant leave to such officials and to its own members;
11.

Declare laws to be unconstitutional in the manner and in those cases

provided for in this Constitution; and
12.

Prepare the proposed budget of the judicial branch and submit this in due

course to the appropriate authority for inclusion in the general budget of expenditures and revenues.

CHAPTER X.

DISBURSEMENT OFFICE FOR JUDICIARY FUNDS

Art. 231. A Special Disbursement Office for Justice (Pagaduria Especial
de Justicia) shall have charge of the payment of salaries to officials and
employees of the judicial administration and its expenses.
Art. 232. To comply with the provisions of the foregoing article, the
General Treasury of the Republic shall make quarterly allotments of funds in
advance, to meet such payments.
Art. 233. The Special Disbursement Office shall be immediately subordinate
to the Supreme Court, which appoints the disbursing officer.
The disbursing officer must furnish bond to cover his liability, in
accordance with the law.
TITLE VI
SOLE CHAPTER.

UNCONSTITUTIONALITY AND REVIEW

Art. 234. Laws may be declared unconstitutional by reason of their form
or content in accordance with the provisions of the following articles.
Art. 235. The Supreme Court of Justice has original and exclusive jurisdiction over hearing and deciding such matters and must render its decisions in
accordance with the requirements governing final judgments.
Art. 236. A declaration of the unconstitutionality of a law and the nonapplicability of provisions affected thereby may be petitioned by anyone who
considers himself injured in his direct, personal, and legitimate interest:

1.

By legal action, to be filed before the Supreme Court of Justice;

2.

By entering an exception, which may be done in any judicial proceeding;

and also
3.

A judge or court during any judicial proceeding may directly request

a declaration as to the unconstitutionality of a law and its non-applicability
before rendering a decision.

In this case and as provided in the preceding item

the proceedings shall be suspended and the case transmitted to the Supreme Court
of Justice.
Art. 237. A decision of the Supreme Court of Justice shall refer exclusively to a concrete case and shall have effect solely with respect to the proceedings
in which it was rendered.
Art. 238. No power or authority may take jurisdiction over pending causes
or reopen closed proceedings, except that criminal and civil cases already decided
may be reviewed at any time in behalf of the persons convicted, on their own
request or the request of any other person, or of the Public Prosecutor, or on
the court's own motion.
Such an appeal shall be taken to the Supreme Court of Justice. The law
shall regulate the cases and the form of review.

TITLE VII
SOLE CHAPTER.

ENACTMENT, SANCTION, AND PROMULGATION OF LAWS

Art. 239. Deputies, the President of the Republic through the cabinet
Ministers, and the Supreme Court of Justice in matters within its jurisdiction,
have the exclusive right to initiate laws.
Whenever Congress deems the enactment of a law to be necessary, it may
appoint a committee from among its members to prepare the appropriate bill.
Art. 240. No bill shall be voted upon finally until after it has been
debated on three different days, except in case of an emergency determined by one
more than half of the votes.
Art. 241. Every bill that has been passed by Congress shall be sent to
the executive power within three days after it was voted upon in order that
latter may sanction it and order it promulgated as law.
Art. 242.

Sanction of a law shall be accomplished with the following

phrase: "Let it therefore be executed".
Art. 243.

If the executive power finds it is not desirable to sanction a

bill, it shall return it to Congress within ten days with the phrase: "Return to
Congress", explaining the grounds on which disapproval is based.

If he does not

indicate objection within the period indicated, the bill will be considered as
sanctioned and it shall promulgate it as law.
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Whenever the executive returns a bill, it shall be again debated in the
National Congress; and if it is ratified by a two-thirds vote, it will be again
sent to the executive power, with this phrase: "Constitutionally ratified"; the
latter shall publish it without delay.
If the veto is based on the ground that the bill is unconstitutional, it may
be submitted again to debate before obtaining an opinion from the Supreme Court of
Justice.

The Court shall issue its opinion within a period indicated by the

National Congress.
Art. 244. When the National Congress passes a bill at the conclusion of its
sessions and the executive believes it undesirable to sanction it, the latter is
required to give immediate notice to Congress so that it may remain in session for
another ten days, counted from the date on which Congress receives the bill.

If this

is not done, it shall communicate its decision to the Permanent Committee.
Art. 245.

Sanction shall not be necessary, nor may the executive power veto

the following acts and resolutions:
1.

Elections that the National Congress makes or declares or resignations

that it accepts or disapproves;
2.

Declarations that there are or are not grounds for a trial;

3. Decrees that relate to the conduct of the executive power;
4.

Regulations issued for its internal procedure;

5.

Resolutions to transfer its seat to another place temporarily and

suspend its sessions or to call special sessions;
6.

The Budget Law; and

7. Treaties and contracts disapproved by Congress.
In such cases the executive shall promulgate the law with this phrase:
"Now therefore let it be published".
Art. 246. Whenever a bill that was not initiated by the Supreme Court of
Justice is intended to amend or repeal any provision contained in the codes of the
Republic, it may not be discussed without hearing the opinion of that Court. The
Court shall issue its report within the period indicated by the National Congress.
This provision does not include laws of a political, economic, or administrative nature.
Art. 247. No bill rejected in part or in full may be discussed again in the
same legislative period.
Art. 248. A law is compulsory by virtue of its promulgation and after twenty
days have elapsed following completion of its publication in the official newspaper.
The Gazzete.
Nevertheless, the period spoken of in this article may be reduced or extended
and in special cases another form of promulgation may be ordered.

u
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The history of organized justice as it is now today begun in Honduras with
the arrival of the Spanish explorers. The mayan and other Indian groups of less
importance had, of course, ways and rules for the administration of justice, but
that shall not concern this study since none or very few of them were kept after
the Spaniards took control of what now is known as Honduras.
The Spanish Crown established laws and agencies for the government of her
colonies;

the Spanish domination lasted more or less three centuries.

It was 1821

when Honduras, along with the rest of the Central American republics, gained
Independence from Spain. They then formed what it was called the Central American
Federation.

It started, as said before, in 1821, but it wasn't until 1824 that the

Federation had its own Constitution; the colonial laws had been kept in the transitional period from 1821 to 1824. On the 22nd day of November in 1824 the Constitution
was put into effect; it established three powers of government: the legislative, the
executive and the judicial.

Concerning the judicial, it stated that it was to be

directed by a supreme court of justice, the Court to be composed of five or seven
individuals, all elected by the people. The Court had three alternates, also elected
by popular vote.

The principal attribution of the Supreme Court of Justice was,

obviously, the impartment of justice. The creation of lower tribunals and their
jurisdiction was not performed by the Supreme Court but by the legislative, after
recommendations were made by the Court.

14

On December 11, 1825, Honduras dictated its first state Constitution for
2

the affairs strictly concerning the State of Honduras as a member of the Federation.
This constitution also stated the division of state government into the three
traditional powers, each one independent from the others in its attributions.

A

supreme court was created, it was called the Superior Court of Justice of the
State, formed by a president, two ministers and an attorney general (fiscal). The
3

court proposed candidates for justices of the lower tribunals.
In this constitution it was stated that there would be two instances, two
degrees of trial: the first one where the sentence is pronounced and the second where
the first ruling could be appellated.

The same was stated in the Federal Constitution.

In 1831 another constitution was dictated for the State of Honduras. Concerning
the judicial power it said that the court would have four ministers, among which a
president was to be selected, and an attorney general. All were elected by the people;
they could be reelected.
There would be judges of first instance, elected by the people; in small towns
the Mayor would administer justice.

There was civil law and criminal law, each one

with its own set of regulations. This constitution did not go into effect due to
civil wars and the Constitution of 1825 remained.
In 1835 the Federal Constitution was reformed, concerning the judicial power
it dictated that the members of the Supreme Court would be named by the Chamber of
15

Representatives and they could be reelected.

Referring to the lower tribunals it

said that the Congress would create the tribunals, the Executive would appoint the
judges for these tribunals and the only thing that the judicial would do was to
4

propose candidates.
The Federal Constitution remained unchanged until the disolution of the
Federation in 1842.
Meanwhile, at state level, another constitution was drafted in 1839. The
court was composed of seven magistrates, one for each territorial department,
elected directly by the people. There would be judges of first instance in every
department, one for criminal matters and another for civil ones; they would be
appointed by the Executive after recommendations from the judiciary.

In small

towns the mayor (alcalde) would act as a judge.
In 1848, another constitution.

The Supreme Court of Justice was divided

into two sections: one in Comayagua, the other in Tegucigalpa.

Each one with three

magistrates and two alternates.
In 1865 and 1873 new constitutions were drafted but the structure of the
judicial power remained basically the same.
A new constitution was drafted in 1880. There is only one Supreme Court,
composed of five magistrates chosen by the legislative. The principle of Habeas
Corpus is introduced into the Hondurian law structure.
16

In 1894, another constitution.

The Supreme Court had five magistrates and

three alternates, all elected by the people and they could be reelected.
appeals and district tribunals were established.

Courts of

The justices of peace were

elected by the people in their jurisdiction. Under this constitution, the system of
jury is established and the constitutionality of laws can be argued by the judicial
system.
Thirty years later another constitution is put into effect, in 1924.

The

Supreme Court had five magistrates, chosen by Congress. The Court had the power to
name and to remove all its personnel, that was all those under the direction of the
Court.

The jury system was dropped.

The Special Treasury of Justice was created,

it operated with funds obtained directly from the activities of the judicial system.
In 1936 and 1957 new constitutions were drafted.

In the one of 1936 the

judiciary, its structure and attributions remained basically the same. The publication
of the "Gazeta Judicial", official paper of the judiciary, in which all the decisions
of the Supreme Court were to be published, was begun after being stated so by the
Constitution.

In 1957, under a new constitution, the Supreme Court is still composed

of five magistrates and three alternates, all elected by Congress. The court
appoints all the judges of the appellate courts as well as all the district judges.
The latters appoint all the justice of the peace. The Office of the Judicial Paymaster

17

replaces the Treasury of Justice, operating with funds allocated by the General
Treasury of the Republic. The laws and changed introduced with the Constitution of
1957 were many but regarding the structure and attributions of the Courts and
Tribunals it left them basically unchanged.
The constitution that is presently in effect was drafted in 1965 and it
maintains basically all which was said in the constitution of 1957. The part of the
text which relates to the judiciary is found at the beginning of this program.
Initially it called for seven magistrates but it was later amended to provide for
ten magistrates and one president.

18
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STRUCTURE

I.

STRUCTURE

A.

The Supreme Court
The Supreme Court of Honduras is important not only as the court of final appeal,

but as the central agency in the administration of the entire legal system of the
Republic. Although the constitutions of 1825 and 1839 provided a Superior Court to
head judicial organizations, it was not until 1848 that a Supreme Court as such was
created.

Its size has changed through the years; presently there are ten magistrates

and one president of the Court.
The major function of the Supreme Court of Justice is to decide cases introduced
through RECURSO DE CASACION (appeal of cassation).

In certain prescribed instances

the plaintiff may secure review by the Supreme Court of final decisions emitted by
the Courts of Appeals, by the Tribunal of Accounts, or by legally reconized arbitrators•
A decision in his favor means the reversal of the lower court's award.

The Court may

review cases in which general deprivation of constitutional rights is claimed under
RECURSO DE AMPARO (an appeal somewhat similar to injunction or due process).

In cases

in which the Courts of Appeals exercise original jurisdiction the Court has appellate
jurisdiction*. The Courts enjoy

original jurisdiction in all cases of extradition or

other problems of international law.

20

The court's functions as the central administrative agency of the entire legal
and judicial system of the country are important. Among the most significant are
the very broad powers of appointment and removal. The court has complete jurisdiction
over its subordinate employees and in addition appoints all the sectional judges
Cjueces de letras' or lawyer judges) and members of the Courts of Appeals.
The Supreme Court enjoys a very real control over the regulation and procedure of
the judicial process.

It draws up its own rules for internal procedure, it may

dictate general regulations of judicial administration which must be obeyed by all
judges in the Republic.
The Supreme Court has the following sections:
1. Administrative section
2.

Purveyance section

3.

Special Disbursement Office

4. Budget
5. Archive
Also, and as offices exclusively auxiliar to the legal functions of the court
there are:
1. A Secretary of the Court
2.

Judicial Receptor

3. Attorney General
21

B.

Courts of Appeals and Lower Tribunals
Although the sectional tribunals ('juzgados de letras') exercise appellate

jurisdiction with the Supreme Court acting as a final agency for appeal, the great
bulk of appeal work is taken by the Courts of Appeals.
It is difficult to place these courts historically; they are not as old as any
of the other courts in existence today, but they do date back at least to the
nineteenth century.

Courts of appeals as such were functioning in the 1880's and

were mentioned by name in the Constitution of 1894.
Presently there are three of these courts: First Court of Appeals; Second
Court of Appeals; and Court of Appeal for the labor field.

They are all under

direct control of the Supreme Court.
The history of the lower tribunals is similar to that of the Supreme Court, with
the exception of some tribunals added later on due to special needs in specific
fields.

The lower tribunals are divided into two type of tribunals: the sectional

or departamental tribunals and the tribunals of the peace.
The sectional tribunals are subdivided into two groups: tribunals for civil
matters and tribunals for criminal ones. Today, in Tegucigalpa, there are three
sectional tribunals for civil matters:
First Sectional Tribunal
Second Sectional Tribunal
Third Sectional Tribunal

22

For criminal cases there are four sectional tribunals: first, second, third, and
fourth.
All sectional tribunals are under direct control of the Courts of Appeals,
with the exception of two: a) sectional tribunal for cases concerning rent and
lease disputes, and b) juvenile tribunal. These are under direct dependance from
the Supreme Court.
There are, in Tegucigalpa, six tribunals of the peace, three for civil disputes
and three for criminal cases. They are under direct control of the sectional or
departamental tribunals.
See chart next page showing the structure of the Tribunals of Justice in
Tegucigalpa.
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II.

PROCEDURES

PROCEDURES
Although the technicalities may differ in many cases, the most common type of

trial is the so-called ORDINARY TRIAL, it is present at every level of the judicial
structure.
The ordinary trial has many technical variations in itself but the form remains
basically the same in every instance. The following is a description of the steps
and form of an ordinary trial:
A civil offense has been made, the affected person decides to take his case to
Court.

He presents his case to the tribunal under which jurisdiction the offense

was made, in written form, following technical rules for such a presentation, which
is done to the Secretary or to the Receptor.

The court official acknowledges

receipt of the document, puts down the hour and the date the reception takes place.
Then, the same day or the next, or the next week (depending on the amount of work
accumulated) the Secretary or one of the amanuensis copies a writ of admission and
summon, dictated by the judge and endorsed by the Secretary, in which the defendant
is summoned to appear in court to make his plea within six days from the day the
writ was dictated

plus one day extra for every 20 kilometers if the defendant lives

somewhere away from the place the tribunal sits.

The Receptor must notify, in word

of mouth, the defendants at the same time he hands the defendant a single copy of
the charges to which he may answer by submitting to the charges or by contending

25

them, he does this in written form.

If he submits to the charges, the judge summons

the parts for the pronouncement of sentence; but, if the defendant contends the
charges and presents arguments in his favor, the judge then opens the trial for
interposition of

proofs if they are required; the length of time alloted for this

proceeding is of 30 days, divided into two periods, the first one of 10 days in
which a written document is presented to the tribunal proposing the proofs, indicating the nature of them, and any other thing pertaining the proofs (the tribunal may
or may not accept the proofs or the means of proofing). The second period, of 20
days, is used for the execution of the proofs, it can be extended for 10 more days
if there is a proof that needs to be executed outside the department in which the
case is taking place.
The means of proofing are:
a.

presentation of public deeds

b.

presentation of private deeds

c.

confession in trial

d.

personal inspection by the judge to the place the offense was made

e.

experts' dictum

f.

examination of witnesses

After the proofs have been presented a dossier of the trial is given to the contending
parties for six days so they can write their conclusions; after they do so, the
26

judge summons them to hear sentence sometime within the next 10 days.

If one of the

parties is not satisfied with the outcome of the trial he may appellate the judges
decision to a higher Court where a similar procedure is followed.
Verbal expositions are seldom used in trials involving offenses worth more than
200 lempiras.

Everything is in written form.

Witnesses' declarations are taken

sometimes by an amanuensis, depending on the delicateness of the matter, or by the
judge asking questions and the Secretary making a written record.

The contending

parties and their lawyers may be present, not so other witnesses in the same trial.
The hearings involving less than 200 lempiras are done in verbal manner, they are
handled exclusively by the Tribunals of the Peace.
The trials of voluntary or non-contentious jurisdiction are usually shorter and
simpler. An example of this is the reinstatement of a birth certificate: the
tribunal is given a written solicitation by the interested person, at the moment of
its acceptance it is reviewed by the district attorney, making comments also in
written form; then an amanuensis types a sentence which is reviewed by the judge,
if he finds everything in order he signs the sentence, along with the Secretary and
is then given to the solicitor.

27
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I.

DEFINITION

DEFINITION
The client could be (a) the Central Government of the Republic of Honduras, or

(b) the Government through the Supreme Court of Justice.
However, the common course of action in Honduras for a construction of this type
is that the central government, the Executive, takes the initiative, makes studies,
comes up with a program for construction and opens up the project for public bids;
but, since the proposed facility is to serve the judiciary, a government power also,
the Supreme Court as head of the judicial could prepare the documents and get them
approved by the Central Government and open them up for bids.
is, then, who has the money for such a project.

The deciding matter

Here again, since the judiciary has

an autonomous budget, allocated annually by the legislative, the Supreme Court could
draw the necessary contracts and finish up the project without outside interference,
but judging by past experiences, the Executive is more likely to carry the project
in its entirity, mainly if the Palace of Justice is to be part of a governmental
civic center as the case is very likely to be.
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II.
IIIMANVH/IIMVJI

FINANCING THE FACILITY
Be either the central government or the Supreme Court the one in charge of

developing the project, the Legislative allocates the money in either case, it is
done annually, if the construction goes on for more than one year the Legislative
makes an estimation of the expenditures to be made in one year, allocates the
money, and does the same every year if adjustments are necessary.

If the total

amount of money to be allocated is not available, it can be obtained by external
and/or internal loans. The external loans can be obtained from one of the many
institutions for the effect (i.e. International Development Bank (IDB). The
internal loan is usually obtained by issuing government bonds, available to the
public as well as to banking institutions.
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III.
Q Q A L S

GOALS
•^y erecting a facility for the Palace of Justice the Judicial power plans to
8

achieve the following goals:
a.

Centralize all the Courts, tribunals, and related offices for better
functioning of the legal structure of the country.

b.

Provide a dignified and adequate facility for the use of the judicial
power and the general public.

c.

Elevate the physical quality of the public offices.

d.

Provide for a facility in which the judicial matters can be carried out
with a maximum of tranquility and efficiency that their own nature require.

e. Lessen the traffic and accessibility problems presently plaguing the
existing courts and tribunals.
f.

There are goals involving some economic criteria dealing with the areas that
are to surround the facility (more details on this topic are discussed on
the site consideration section).
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PUBLIC

SIDE

I.

PUBLIC SIDE

Given the nature of the services provided by the courts, the type of people
making use of the facilities for a Palace of Justice will be very much varied, it
will range from a lower income individual to a powerful corporation, from an
uneducated person to a bright scholar. To have a clearer picture of the users'
characteristics it will be better if the whole judicial system is broken up into
its different courts and tribunals.
Tribunals of Peace
These tribunals are closely related to the popular masses, since they handle
the small criminal and civil cases, which are the most numerous cases, usually
involving persons of low income. Lawyers, of course, represent a large fraction of
the total number of people visiting the tribunals of peace.
Sectional or Departamental Tribunals
The sectional judges handle more important civil and criminal cases, hence
reducing their number. Although still visited by many lower income persons, the
type of people visiting the sectional tribunals is more diversified.
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The sectional tribunals are divided into 5 categories:
- Juzgado de Letras de lo Criminal ( in charge of criminal cases)
- Juzgado de Letras de lo Civil
- Juzgado de Letras de Trabajo

( in charge of civil cases)
( in charge of labor cases)

- Juzgado de Letras del Inquilinato
- Juzgado de Letras de Menores

(in charge of cases involving leases and rent
cases)

(in charge of juvenile cases)

Those attending the tribunals of criminal law are mainly of low and middle-low
income, although persons in the higher income brackets can also be found.
In the tribunals in charge of civil cases, people of middle income and with
some formal education make up for the larger body of persons visiting these tribunals,
but here also individuals of all levels of society can be encountered.
Due to the nature of the labor courts visitors to these tribunals are workers,
labor union representatives, business managers, etc.
The juvenile tribunal, handles, as the name indicates, cases involving persons
of less than 18 years of age.
Lawyers, of course, visit the tribunals with great frecuency.
At Court level, courts of appeals and Supreme Court, almost all the visitors are
lawyers; there are cases, however, that a non-lawyer will visit the Courts.
As far as the number of people visiting the courts and tribunals, it could be
said that the lower tribunals are the ones that carries a major number of persons,
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specially those sectional tribunals handling criminal and civil cases. The number
decreases gradually as one goes higher in the structure of the courts and tribunals,
For more detailed information the following table will be of much help.
Persons and Cars, average daily flow:
Persons

Cars

Supreme Court

48

19

Courts of Appeals

30

11

9

5

Civil District Tribunals

339

43

Criminal District Tribunals

237

35

Labor District Tribunals

32

15

Lease and Rent Tribunal

20

9

Juvenile Tribunal

21

7

Civil Tribunals of Peace

18

7

Criminal Tribunals of Peace

72

13

826

164

Labor Court of Appeals

TOTAL

The time that an individual spends in the courts or in the tribunals, varies
from person to person.

In some instances a person goes into a tribunal and comes

back out in ten or fifteen minutes, but there are other cases in which a person is
required to stay for two or even three hours.
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II.

GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT SIDE
All employees and public servants have at least 12 years of formal education

SIDE

(about 85% of all amanuensis are students at the School of Law of the National
Autonomous University of Honduras at Tegucigalpa); their income ranges from the
middle-low to the upper-low and upper-middle income brackets.
According to a study made by the Secretary of Public Works in 1970, it is
expected that the number of employees and public servants by 1980 will be 475
persons, number that represents a little over 100% increase from today's figure,
due mainly to the expected increase in the number or size of lower tribunals as
the population of the country, and chiefly of the capital city, increments.
Presently there are 91 employees and public servants in the Supreme Court broken
up as follows:
-

1 President of the Court
1 Secretary
10 Magistrators
10 Secretaries
1 head of the Secretary
1 Judicial Receptor
15 Amanuensis
1 District Attorney
1 Secretary
1 head of the Administrative Section
10 Amanuensis
1 head Purveyor
5 Assistants
1 head of Files (Archives)
3 Assistants
1 Special Paymaster of Justice (Pagador Especial)
5 Amanuensis (Escribientes)
1 head of Budget
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-

5
1
3
2

Amanuensis (Escribientes)
head Auditor
Assistants
Porter-Messengers

- 10 Drivers
There are 42 officials and employees in the Courts of Appeals;
First Court of Appeals
- 3 Magistrates
- 2 Secretaries
- 1 Secretary of the Court
- 1 Judicial Receptor
- 5 Amanuensis
- 1 Porter-Messenger
- 1 Driver
Second Court of Appeals
-

3
2
1
1
5
1
1

Magistrates
Secretaries
Secretary of the Court
Judicial Receptor
Amanuensis
Porter-Messenger
Driver

Labor Court of Appeals
-

3
2
1
1
5
1
1

Magistrates
Secretaries
Secretary of the Court
Judicial Receptor
Amanuensis
Porter-Messenger
Driver
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In the ten Sectional Tribunals there are a hundred persons working.

Each Tribunal

has:
-

1
1
1
6
1

Judge
Secretary
Judicial Receptor
Amanuensis
Porter-Messenger

The Juvenile Tribunal
-

1
1
1
3
1
2
1

has a personnel of ten people.

Judge
Secretary
Receptionist
Amanuensis
Psiquiatrist
Social Workers
Porter-Messenger

There are thirty persons working in the six Tribunals of the Peace, each one has:
-

1
1
2
1

Justice of the Peace
Secretary
Amanuensis
Porter-Messenger
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III.
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SCHEDULE

^^^ public servants in the judiciary power, according to internal regulations,
must be at work at least three hours during the morning and three more hours
during the afternoon.

(The most common schedule is from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and

from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. except on Saturdays when offices are open only till noon and
on Sunday when offices are closed all day.)
There are occasions when the regular schedule is broken. This situation occurs
more usually among personnel high in hierarchy in the court structure such as judges,
secretaries of the tribimals and judicial receptors because they often remain in
their offices two, three,or even four hours after the court or tribunal has closed
its doors to the public, in the afternoon. The clerks also work for 1 or 2 extra
hours from time to time.
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THE CITY

I.

THE CITY

A.

History of Tegucigalpa
When the Spanish explorers came to what is now Tegucigalpa, in the XIV century,

they found a small Indian settlement.

They also discovered rich silver mines around

the area which encouraged them to begin the organized colonization attempts of the
area.

As far as the official date of the foundation of Tegucigalpa is concerned,

there is some disagreement among historians.
The late Hondurian historian

Dr. Romulo E. Duron in his work "LA PROVINCIA DE

TEGUCIGALPA" (The Province of Tegucigalpa) says that, in spite of extensive research,
the only things he found regarding the foundation of Tegucigalpa were two historic
(very old) letters signed by the President of Guatemala

(must be remembered that

Honduras was under the governmental jurisdiction of the Audiencia de los Confines
that sat in Guatemala) referring to the richness of the mines of Tegucigalpa.

He

also mentions the fact that the President had provided Tegucigalpa with Don Juan de
la Cueva as an Alcalde Mayor (Mayor).

Dr. Duron found another letter written in the

city of Valladolid de Comayagua dated April 17, 1581 in which there are a couple of
paragraphs that make reference to the foundation of Tegucigalpa; literally the
paragraphs say:
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("Se dice que hace tres anos se descubrieron las minas Tegucigalpa y
que la Audiencia proveyo por ALCALDE MAYOR a Don Juan de la Cueva
(hara tres anos).")
"It is said that three years ago the mines of Tegucigalpa were
discovered, and that the Audiencia named Don Juan de la Cueva
as the Alcalde Mayor (some three years ago)."
This letter would set the year 1578 as the year Tegucigalpa was founded.
Historians Dr. Antonio R. Vallejo and Mr. Felix Salgado, basing their theories
on mine titles, agreed on 1579 as the foundation date for Tegucigalpa.

Dr. Eduardo

Martinez L. says that Tegucigalpa was founded the 20th of October of 1578.
Another date for the foundation of Tegucigalpa can be argued; that date being
the 29th of September of the year 1578.
follows:

The reason behind that argument is as

There was a general practice among the Spaniards which consisted on naming

the town after the name of the saint of the day the town was founded; since the
original name of Tegucigalpa was REAL DE MINAS DE SAN MIGUEL DE TEGUCIGALPA, it is
logical to assume that Tegucigalpa was founded a 29th of September since the saint
corresponding to the 29th of September in the Catholic calendar is Saint Micheal
(San Miguel, in Spanish).

The year, 1578, is established by the letter of April 17,

1578 written in Valladolid de Comayagua, as discussed above.

This date is the most

widely accepted.
The Constitution of an Alcaldia Mayor in Tegucigalpa divided Honduras into two
10

provinces: the province of Comayagua and the new province of Tegucigalpa.
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As the mining activities in and around the Real de Minas de San Miguel de
Tegucigalpa increased, the small town grew in size and in importance, it was the
center of government of a wide extension of land (almost a fourt of todays
Honduras), trade activities increased.

Meanwhile, another population center had

developed on the other side of the river, it was mainly populated by Indians, hence,
received the name of Comayagua of the Indians and later changed it to Comayaguela.
During the year of 1762, due to the prosperity evidenced in Tegucigalpa, the
President of the Real Audiencia de Guatemala gave to Tegucigalpa the title of
Villa, its name was somewhat changed now to REAL VILLA DE SAN MIGUEL DE TEGUCIGALPA
DE HEREDIA.

The Spanish King Charles III confirmed the title and the name in 1768.

In 1788 the "Alcaldia Mayor de Tegucigalpa" was desintegrated and the city was
annexed to the political authority of Comayagua.

During the period of annexation

decadence was experimented in the life of Tegucigalpa, especially in the commerce
and mining activities.

So intense was the decline that the citizens decided to rise

a petition to the Crown asking for the restoration of the ALCALDIA MAYOR in
Tegucigalpa.

The King of Spain agreed on reinstating the ALCALDIA in 1812, that was

24 years after its disolution.
After the Alcaldia was reinstated Tegucigalpa remained under the jurisdiction of
the Intendancy of Comayagua.

It continued to be so until the 4th of June of 1817 when

Tegucigalpa was declared independent from the Intendancy of Comayagua.
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In 1818 a very significative undertaking begun:
masonry bridge that would connect Tegucigalpa to
named Comayaguela).

the construction of a solid

the Villa de Concepcion (later

After overcoming many difficulties the bridge was completed

12

in 1822.
Tegucigalpa had been excited by independentists movements since 1810.
Central America gained its independence from the Spanish rule.

In 1821

At that time

Honduras formed part, along with the rest of Central America, of the Mexican
Empire.
Tegucigalpans were against this annexation to Mexico, but the Empire was not to
last much longer because on March 20, 1823 the Emperor abdicated, the Empire disolved
and Honduras and the rest of Central America became independent and formed the
Central American Federation that would last until 1838.

Meanwhile the old conflicts

between Tegucigalpa and Comayagua continued.
The capital shifted from one city to the other until 1849 when Comayagua was
declared the official and permanent capital of Honduras.
Even though the central government was Comayagua, Tegucigalpa offered more
services and facilities and that was why in October 30, 1880 the National Congress
moved the capital back to Tegucigalpa where it has remained to this date.
Since those days Tegucigalpa has grown in every aspect, especially in the last
25 years.

In 1945 Tegucigalpa had a population of about 85,000 people as compared

to today's 375,000 estimated inhabitants.
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B.

Topography
Tegucigalpa lies in a mountain valley 3,200 feet above sea level, it is so hilly

that at several points streets of stairs connect one level with another.

It

comprises two towns, Tegucigalpa itself and Comayaguela, with the Choluteca River
flowing between them.
The city is surrounded by a huge ring of mountains, some of which are over 5,000
feet, smaller mountains and hills are encountered within the city itself.

In down-

town Tegucigalpa it is not easy to find a flat, straight street because of the many
changes in level.

Towards "Barrio Abajo" a very old section of the city, located on

the nort-westem part of the city, even though not exactly flat, the changes in
elevation are much gentler.
Comayaguela sits on flatter terrain, but also has hills and mountains surrounding
its central portion.
Today, there is almost no flat land without buildings on.

Whatever flat land is

left is located towards Suyapa (a nearby village east of Tegucigalpa) and some more
is found near the airport which is located on the southern end of the city.

Very

soon these flat areas will be occupied by housing, commercial or industrial developments .
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Several other smaller rivers flow across portions of the city of Tegucigalpa.
The Choluteca River crosses the city, running from south to north, it is not a very
wide river, its average width, from bank to bank, is about 300 feet.

Another import-

ant river is the Rio Chiquito which flows from east to west and merges into the
Choluteca River around downtown Tegucigalpa, right under the Mallol bridge.
An extense variety of plant life is found around and within the city.

Pine,

oak and cypres trees are the dominant species, especially the pine trees which cover,
like a blanket, entire mountains around Tegucigalpa.
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C.

Climate
Climate in Honduras varies with the altitude.

13

Although the country lies between

and 16° north latitude - definitely in the tropics - in the mountains the climate

is temperate.

In Tegucigalpa the days are warm but the nights are cool; and in the

dry season, from November to April (which Hondurans unaccountably call "summer) the
days, too, are comfortably cool.
The average annual temperature is 72°F; the maximum temperature is around 98°F
and the minimum 46°F.
Annual precipitation ranges from 20 inches in the dry season to around 60 inches
in the rainy months.
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D.

Character
Tegucigalpa is an extremely unique city due, to a great extent, to its topogra-

phy.

If one looks down onto it from any of the surrounding mountains it would

appear like that in many sections of the city there are no streets, just houses, one
beside the other or even one on top of another.
In the older sections of the city, the streets are extremely narrow, on some of
them there is room, width-wise, only for one car at a time.

Winding streets climb

up mountains and hills, making orientation for outsiders a bit difficult but at the
same time providing a picturesque cityscape, full of exciting vistas, striking
contrasts.

Sunlight casts rich shadow patterns.

Color is ever present throughout

the city; many private houses are painted with bright colors, most of them, especially
the old houses, have bright red Spanish roof tiles.
Tegucigalpa is a city of contrasts, Spanish colonial buildings seat side by side
with contemporary pieces of architecture, the easy going atmosphere of a section of
the city changes rapidly as one moves into another section where the atmosphere is in
accord with the fast moving mode of life.

The crowded Tegucigalpa downtown, with its

hills and winding roads contrasts with the level and broad Comayaguela, more carefully
planned.
Housing facilities range from small shacks in the slums to large and beautiful
landscaped residences in the suburbs of the city.
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Even though the city has expanded very much, there is a feeling of compactness all over it.
The relation citizen-city is a harmonious one, Tegucigalpa has a warm human
environment, the city does not overpower or humble its citizen, but it offers
him an amiable, easy to understand atmosphere.
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E.

Availability of Services
Tegucigalpa offers to its citizens and visitors all the services required for

a contemporary mode of living.
Transportation - Air and ground transportation is readily available. Highways
connect the capital city with all regions of the country.

Many bus lines have

schedules that would fit almost any time or direction required (within city
transportation).
Although the existing airport has been overgrown by air transportation demands,
it still provides for fair international air routes and very good domestic ones.
(A new airport is on the final steps of the study stage, its construction is due
to begin in the next five years.)
Communications - Radio, television, phone, telegraph, mail, newspaper, magazines,
etc. are all available in Tegucigalpa.

There are 20 radio stations servicing the city,

three television channels, national and international telegrams can be sent from
about ten points within the city.
two phone companies.

International phone calls can be placed through

Five major daily newspapers are edited for the service of the

citizens.
Government - Being Tegucigalpa the seat of the central government all services
provided by the Honduran Government are available in Tegucigalpa itself.
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Education - Public and private schools serve the city, from nursery school level
to high school level.

There are over ten nursery schools, more than twenty-five

elementary schools, and high schools number over twenty.
Business, vocational, and military schools are available along with more
specialized schools, i.e. school for the blind, national school of the arts, etc.
For higher education, the National Autonomous University offers curriculum

in

some twenty-five areas of study.
Recreation - Tegucigalpa offers a wide variety of recreational activities and
facilities.

Sport facilities for individual and team sports are available throughout

the city.
The Construction Industry is very well provided with materials, building components,
water, electricity and telephone (the last three are government-owned).

In short, Tegucigalpa offers all services needed for the basic and not too basic
contemporary modes of living.
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II.

SITE

DEVELOPMENT

REQUIREMENTS

A.

SITE DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Accessibility
A site for the proposed Palace of Justice in Tegucigalpa shall be of easy access

to all inhabitants of the city.

It shall be served by streets and/or avenues in

such a manner that the flow of vehicular transportation shall be smooth.
be close

to at least one public mass transportation route.

It shall

In case the proper

streets and mass-transit links should not be available, a study of the surrounding
areas shall be made to investigate the feasibility of providing for such services
in a near future.

This service shall be in function, at the latest, by the opening

date of the Palace of Justice.

(The location of the Palace of Justice on any sector

of the city should be a strong reason enough to provide that sector with the proper
transportation services.)
Closeness to air facilities shall be desirable but it shall not be determinant
by itself.
It is highly desirable that the Palace of Justice be on a site that would help
to aliviate traffic congestions instead of creating them.
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B.

Development of Surrounding Areas
It must be taken into consideration the effects that the existing land uses of

the surrounding area will have upon the judicial activities and viceversa.

The

degree of development, if any, of these surrounding areas should be carefully examined.
If the character of the areas around the proposed site

conflicts with that of the

Palace of Justice, the possibility of changing the conflicting land use must be
considered.
It is important that areas encircling the site be able to sustain developments
related to the activities taking place in the Palace of Justice.

Other public offices

must be located close by, as well as private law offices.
Enough room for future expansion of the Palace of Justice itself must be available.
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C.

Closeness to other Governmental Offices
Close physical relation to the other two branches of government, the executive

and legislative, although desirable, is not critical; the same holds true for the
physical closeness to the different ministries (Secretaries of State).

The

Ministery of Labor being the one that relates stronger to the judicial structure .
communications at official level with the D.I.N. (Department of National Investigation) are very frequent making physical proximity highly desirable.

Relations with

other public offices are not strong enough to justify physical proximity.
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D.

Topography
The site shall not present any drastic geological accidents such as steep hills,

deep canyons, unstable soil conditions, or any other major physical barrier that
would hamper the smoothness of movement flows on the site, or make the construction
of any building part extremely expensive.
The site shall not require any extensive terrain improvement, it shall be ready
to support building structure.
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E.

Various
The site should be close to main lines, collectors, etc. of electric power,

water, sewage and telephone services.

If such facilities are not close by, it

should be possible to bring them by the site without major expenditures.
The sector of the city within which the site is to be located shall not have
a character that would contradict the tranquil and dignified atmosphere that is
required by the activities that would go on in a Palace of Justice.
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F-

Priorities Among Requirements
If all the cited requirements cannot be met by a single site, a scale of priorities

shall dictate where the Palace of Justice is to be located.

Good accessibility is the

dominant in this scale of priorities; however, good accessibility does not necessarily
refer only to the present conditions but also to the possibility of further developing
the existing means of access or to the possibility of creating those means in their
entirety.
Land uses should follow down on the scale; as in accessibility, this requirement
not only deals with existing conditions but also with possible future developments
as well.
Closeness to other governmental offices is third from the top in the list of
priorities.

This closeness refers to those offices where physical proximity is consi-

dered necessary.
Topography, existing closeness to services should be at the bottom of the scale
along with cost of land and willingness to sell by the existing owners.
Other human, economic and urbanistic criteria present only at later stages of
study of a particular site, shall be then brought into the scale on the level they
might be required.
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The levels on this scale of priorities shall not be considered separately, but
they shall be studied as components of a whole, that is, the selection of the site
shall not be the outcome of a rigid path of examination down the scale, instead,
it shall be the result of a flexible study of the components where these components
interact, overlap and occur simultaneously.
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III.

SITE

POSSIBILITIES

SITE POSSIBILITIES

There are eight possible sites where a facility for the judiciary power could be
erected.

In sake of clarity they are numbered, in this study, from 1 to 8; this

numeration does not indicate preferences by being first or last, it is, as said
before, done for clarity.
Even though there might have been some other possible sites, they were not
available for the proposed use of land.

At any rate, these eight locations

present a wide variety of choice and the inclusion of any more possible locations
would have affected only the quantity, not the quality of available land.
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SITE N° 1
Location:

Close to downtown Tegucigalpa.

This site is currently occupied in part by Army quarters (Cuartel San Francisco)
and in part by a catholic church.

The south side of the church faces the rear entry

of the existing Supreme Court building.
It is served by two major streets, one at each of its long sides, with excellent
access to mass-transit routes.
The land use of the adjacent areas is devoted mainly to commercial and institutional
uses.

The area could be able to sustain redevelopment since most of the surrounding

structures are old, mainly one or two stories high, and the activities taking place
in them can be relocated without taking anything from the nature and character of
such activities.

There is, however, at the east end of the site, across the street,

a recently built gas station which occupies the whole east side of that block.

Although

not determinant, this is a fact that would strongly be against the ideal setting for
the Palace of Justice.
It is relatively close to the existing locations of many governmental offices as
well as many private law offices.
The site has 3.200

square meters (4.580 sq. yds.) of flat terrain.

The land is owned part by the government and part by the catholic church.
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This site presents fairly good conditions, however, when projected into the future,
there are several factors that would lessen its present capability of meeting the discussed requirements.
a.

Accessibility:

Such factors are:
The existing streets are able to bear today's traffic demands

but as they increase, traffic jams will develop, even presently there are hours of
the day when some automobile congestion is sensible, thus limiting accessibility to
the site.
b.

In order to clear the site of existing structures it would be necessary to

demolish the church presently occupying part of the site, thus destroying a historical
piece of architecture, demolishing that would cause strong opposition by historic,
religious and other societies concerned with the preservation of historical buildings.
c.

Due to the closeness to downtown, the land is very expensive: around 300

lempiras for sq. yd,, giving a total of approximately 1.394.400 lempiras for the entire
area.
d.

The site, as said before, is only

3,200

sq. mts. (approximately 4.580 sq.

yds.) which means that in order to provide for the minimum area requirements for the
Palace of Justice a five story structure would be necessary, with no horizontal room
for later expansion.
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SITE N° 2
Location:

relatively close to the downtown area, surrounded

high income residential developments.

in its entirety by

It is served by two major streets, the

Morazan Boulevard and the Juan Lindo Avenue which connects the area with the La Paz
Boulevard.
Mass transportation routes do not pass by the site, but they do so at several
points not too far away from it, especially along the La Paz Boulevard.
As noted above, the land use of the neighbouring area is chiefly residential
with the exception of a projected shopping center across the street from the site.
The site is isolated from government offices.
sq. mts. (approximately 19.000 sq. yds.).

The site has an area of 16.700

It is owned by a religious order.

The

approximate cost of the land is of 15 lempiras per square yard giving it a total
cost of approximately 300,000 lempiras.
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SITE N° 3
Location:

On the south central section of the city.

It is served presently by

two roads, the road to the university city Suyapa, and a collector street, linking
Palmira, Alameda, Lomas del Guijarro to La Granja in Comayaguela, providing rapid
access to two major highways leaving Tegucigalpa.

It also links it to the airport

facilities.
Mass transit routes run presently along the road to Suyapa.

There are no routes

on the other street but it is highly possible to establish one in the near future.
The land use of areas in the proximity is mainly institutional, a major hospital
is located about three blocks northwest of the site.
devoted to residences or not developed.

The rest of the land is either

Seven blocks northwest from the hospital

and separated by a steep hill, there are two stadiums, one for soccer and the other
for baseball.

When a soccer game takes place traffic is congested before and after

the game about 45 minutes.
There are no

governmental offices located close to this site.

Its 28.390 sq. mts.

(4.480 sq.yds) of extension provides for enough land even in case of sizeable expansions.
It is owned by the Militar Association of Honduras.
is 14 lempiras.

The estimated cost per square yard

The investment for the total area would be approximately 475,000

lempiras.
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SITE N" 4
Location: in downtown Tegucigalpa.
It is presently occupied by a building, housing government offices.

It is

served by four one-way streets, the most important one being the one running from
west to east, it is part of many mass transit routes.

Traffic jams, limit the

accessibility to this site.
The buildings around the site are of commercial or institutional usages
except for some residences at the south side of the site.

Government offices as

well as lawyers' offices are close by.
Its 2,200 sq. mts. (approximately 3,000 sq. yards) are owned by the government,
hence avoiding what would be a heavy expenditure since the value of that land is
estimated at about 400 lempiras per sq. yard.
In order to provide adequate room for the proposed Palace of Justice it would be
required for the building to be over 7 stories high with no horizontal room for
expansion.
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SITE N° 5
Location: on the right side of the De La Paz Boulevard, at its eastern end.
It has excellent accessibility as well as mass transit routes servicing the area,
linking the site with every part of the city.

The area is free of traffic overcrowdings.

The encircling areas are residential in the most part with some institutional and
commercial facilities.

With the exception of a hospital near by, the rest

of the

structures are not of high economic or historial value, fact that would permit the
rezoning of the area from the existing land uses to the uses that would be complementary to that of the site should the Palace of Justice be built on this site.
Its relatively flat terrain extends over an area of about 77,000 sq. mts.
(approximately 110.000 sq. yds.) and it is owned by a single individual.

The

estimated cost of the land is 15 lempiras per square yard, or 1.651,000 lempiras
for the whole area.
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SITE N° 6
Location: close to downtown and at the same time isolated from it.
It is served by narrow and winding streets, transportation routes run near by.
Traffic congestion does not present much of a problem presently but as the automobile traffic is continuously increasing it may limit the accessibility in a not too
far away future.
It is in walking distance from many governmental offices and private lawyers
offices as well.
The area around the site is mainly occupied by middle low and low income
residences.

Light manufacturing also occupies some of the neighboring areas.

Its south side is bordered by the Chiquito river which view and sometimes the
smell is extremely unpleasant in this section.
The site covers an area of 20,343 sq. mts. (approximately 28.900 sq. yds.) and
it is government-owned.
Unless the section of the city around this site is redeveloped and the river
appearance is enhanced, as well as the smell, the character of this portion of the
city would be diametrically opposed to the ideal atmosphere of the proposed Palace
of Justice.
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SITE N° 7
Location:

at the end of the Mallol Bridge'touching Tegucigalpa on its north

side.
A river is also present along one of the sides of this site, the Choluteca River;
its aesthetic qualities are much better than those of the Chiquito River along
Site No. 6.
Automobile movement is extremely heavy around this site and the existing
buildings do not permit improvement of the traffic arteries serving this site.

Mass

transit routes provide adequate service for the area.
Almost every building proximate to the site is appropriate for institutional
uses; many of them are new and expensive buildings, while others are old with
historical value.
Government offices are close by the building: the legislative power is across
the street and the Presidential Palace is only a block away.
Since the site is not very extent, around 1,800 sq. mts. (approximately 2.480
sq. yards), the building capable to house the offices for the judiciary power must
be a high rise structure, possibly over nine stories high.
the Electric Power National Company.

The land is owned by

The value of a sq. yard of land is around

300 lempiras, and the amount necessary for the entire site is approximately 772,200
lempiras.
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SITE N° 8
Location: on the southern outskirts of the city.
Presently serviced only by a small road which connects the site with a high
spped boulevard that runs about 1000 meters from the eastern edge of the site.
Accessibility will be soon improved since a section of a projected inner loop for
the city will run through the northern portion of the site.. (This inner loop is
already over the preliminary design stages, it will go under construction in a few
months.)

Presently there are many mass transit routes running along the Toncontin

Road and the Kennedy Boulevard which will be connected to the site when the inner
loop is terminated.
The site is very well isolated from the surrounding areas because of a river,
the San Jose River, that more or less encircles the site, it flows in the bottom of
a 50 meters deep canyon.

Hills and vegetations help even more to separate physically

and visually the site from the areas south, west, and northwest of the site.
The immediate areas on the north, north-east, and east of the site are without
major development and it could be easily appropriated for complementary land uses.
Site No. 8 is the proposed site for future construction of a Governmental Civic
Center which would assemble all the government offices on a single location.
The terrain slopes from the southeast corner down towards the north and northwest sides

is large enough to provide room for future expansion.
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The aircraft noise from the nearby airport will soon be lessened since most
of the air traffic will be handled by the new airport that will be located a few
kilometers from the city, leaving the old airport for the use of small and
propeler planes only.
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I.

EXISTING

EXISTING
Today there is no

such a thing as a Palace of Justice in Tegucigalpa since all

the courts and tribunals occupy each a separate building and are, thus, scattered
throughout the city.
individuals.

Some are government owned and others are leased from private

The lack of a central, common location, makes more difficult the

proper functioning of the law structure in Tegucigalpa.
None of these buildings provides for an adequate facility to the court of
tribunal it houses.

Most of them are too small, overcrowded, and not arranged proper-

ly, all these factors make the buildings not desirable spaces to work or to visit.
Space for public parking is non existent as a part of any of the courts or
tribunals buildings.
In many cases the land use of the area around ajudicial building is not in
accordance with the character of such a building.
Green areas are almost non existent in all buildings.
Either adequate or inadequate the existing buildings provide space for:
A.

A Supreme Court of Justice
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Office of the President
Offices of the Magistrates
Conference Room
Room for plenary sessions of the Supreme Court
Office for the Supreme Tribunal for Criminal Cases
Office for the Supreme Tribunal for Civil Cases
Office for the Supreme Tribunal for Administraive, Contentious-Administrative and Labor Cases.
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h.

i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.

B.

Office of the Secretary
Provides space for the Secretary of the Supreme Court, for the Judicial
Receptor and for 15 Amanuensis,
Office of the Attorney General
Office for the Administrative Section
Space for a Head Administrator and for 10 Amanuensis,
Office for the Purveyance Section
Space for a Head Purveyor, five assistants, and for storage of material.
Office of the Archive
Head of Archive, two assistants, file room(s)
Office for the Special Paymaster of Justice
Space also for five Amanuensis,
Office for the Section of the Budget
Space for a Head of Budget, five Amanuensis,
Office of the Auditor
Space for one Head Auditor and three Assistants.

Courts of Appeals
a.
b.
c.

Offices for the Magistrates
Steno-secretary pool (2 steno-sec. at present)
Office of the Secretary
Space for a Judicial Secretary, a Judicial Receptor and five Amanuensis.

There are presently three Courts of Appeals, each with equal space requirements.
C.

Ten District Tribunals (Juzgados de Letras) - each one has the same space
requirements:
a.
b.
c.

D.

Office of the Judge
Office of the Secretary and the Receptor
Space for six Amenuensis

Juvenile Tribunal (One)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Office of the Judge
Office of the Secretary and the Receptor
Space for three Amanuensis
Office for a Psychiatrist
Office for one or two Social Workers
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E.

Tribunals of the Peace (Six)
Each one requiring:
a.
b.

Office of the Judge
Office of the Secretary
Space for two Amanuensis,
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II.

PROPOSED

THE PROPOSED BUILDING
A building for the judiciary should achieve the following goals:
a.

Provide adequate space for all courts and tribunals thus helping to the

better functioning of the entire judicial branch of government;
b.

Arrange thei offfices and spaces in such a way that it creates an easy

flow of movement; and
c.

Provide the judicial power with a building structure which architecture

is to be in accordance with the character of the judiciary activities.
A.

Space Requirements
Space requirements for offices and other areas are as follow:
1.

Tribunals of the Peace (6)
Each one requiring:
a.

Office of the Judge
It must have easy access to and from the Office of the Secretary, it
shall contain:
1.

desk for the judge, a regular executive-type of desk

2.

a table or small desk for the use of the Secretary in instances
when his presence is required in the Office of the Judge.
seating for at least three people (lawyer, witnesses)

-

space for the filing of documents on which the judge is currently
working
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-

a typewritter

-

a telephone

Office of the Secretary
The Office of the Secretary must be provided with a public waiting area,
either part of the office or adjacent to it.
Other than the Secretary, the office must accomodate four Amanuensis.
The office must contain:
- a desk for the Secretary and one for each Amanuensis
- a small table or desk for the use of lawyers or individuals involved
in cases presented to the tribunals; this desk could be located in the
waiting area if this is separated from the Secretary's Office.
- type-writters for the Secretary and each one of the Amanuensis
- a telephone for the Secretary
- a space for an "active-file" (in which cases not yet terminated are
filed and can be easily available for their conclusion).
- the waiting area must accomodate at least five persons in case of a
Tribunal of the Peace for civil matters and at least fifteen persons
if the Tribunals is for criminal cases.
- a permanent file may be provided for each Tribunal of the Peace, but
it could also be one central, permanent file servicing all tribunals.
- chairs must be available at the secretary's and amanuensis' desks for
the witnesses which are very often examined by them.
- a space for a porter or caretaker who serves as messenger and also performs light maintenance duties such as sweeping, dusting off furniture,
etc. He must have a room for the storage of maintenance equipment such
as brooms, mops, liquid and solid cleansers, etc.
S3

Juvenile Tribunal
a.

Office of the Judge
Must have easy access to and from the Office of the Secretary and the
Receptor.

b.

It must contain:

1.

a desk for the Judge, with space on it for a typewritter (the
typewritter could be provided with its own table) and a telephone;

2.

a small table or desk for the use of the Secretary, the Receptor
or Amanuensis;

3.

seats for at least three people in front of the judges' desk;

4.

space for the filing of documents on which the judge would be
currently working.

Office of the Secretary and Receptor
Public waiting area must be adjacent to this office.

In the office

there must be:
1.

desks for the Secretary, the Receptor and for six amanuensis;

2.

a typewritter for each of the above mentioned;

3.

telephone for the Secretary and the Receptor;

4.

a desk for the use of lawyers or any other individuals involved in
cases in the tribunal;

5.

at each one of the desks' there must be chairs for at least two
persons, other than that of the person using the desk;

6.

space for an active file.
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c.

Office for the Psychiatrists
Spatial closeness to the Social Workers' Office is desirable but not
essential.

It must have:

1.

space for two psychiatrists with a desk for each;

2.

a typewriter and a telephone for each psychiatrist;

3.

at least two seats in front of the desks;

4.

space for active files.

Offices c and d shall be given special attention by the designer and
the possibility of locating them outside the Palace of Justice shall be
evaluated and recommendations shall be made to the client if it is found
that the atmosphere of a Palace of Justice may act in detriment of the
above mentioned offices.
d.

Office for the Social Workers
1.

Desk for two social workers;

2.

a telephone and a typewriter for each one;

3.

seating for two in front of each desk;

4.

Space for an active file.

Currently the Juvenile Tribunal has its own permanent file, but since all
the courts and tribunals are going to be housed in a single building, the
possibility of integrating the file into a central permanent file, must
be investigated.
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e.

Porter-Messenger Station
The porter-messenger does also some light maintenance tasks.
This space must contain:

f.

1.

storage room for light office maintenance equipment;

2.

seating for one person.

Public Waiting Area
This space must accomodate at least twelve people, properly seated.

District or Sectional Tribunals of Labor
There are two of them and each has equal space requirements.
a.

Office of the Judge
Of easy access to and from the Office of the Secretary and Receptor.
The judge's office must contain:
1.

Desk for the Judge;

2.

a typewriter to be on the desk or on its own table;

3.

a telephone, on the desk;

4.

a table or small desk for the use of the Secretary, or the Receptor
in instances when their presence is required in the Judge's Office;

5.

space for an active file;

6.

seating for at least three people.
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b.

Office of t h e S e c r e t a r y and Receptor
Adjacent t o t h e pubic w a i t i n g a r e a .

In the of£Lce i h ^ i ^ injusit b^:

1.

desks for the s e c r e t a r y and r e c e p t o r (space :fftr s.i?c ^am^nueitate, each
one with a desk and a t y p e w r i t e r , ci>uld be I p c a t e j i .iji tit i s ;&pac. orr
i n an adjacent room);

2.

t y p e w r i t e r s and telephones for t h e s e c r e t a r y and-JtA» lecepLai .

3.

a space with a desk for the use of lawyers or otiter p e r s o n s • ^ i s . i t t o g
the t r i b u n a l s ;
' "'"

4.

a t each one of t h e desks t h e r e must be s e a t i n g ^ftr twu-pe-Eaons;

5.

space for an a c t i v e f i l e , of easy accessjibjUddsy fEor-.the £Sfeeije.fe*r-y,
t h e Receptor and t h e amanuensis.

c.

Office of the D i s t r i c t Attorney

d.

Porter-Messenger S t a t i o n
This space i s the same i n a l l t h e t r i b u n a l s .

The :p3css^_±bility of ^jfteEgin

two or more of t h e s e s t a t i o n s i n t o a c e n t r a l s t a t i o n i s ihtghly :des.teable.
e.

Public Waiting Area
This space must accomodate,properly seated, twel-v^ perse
ioat

4.

District or Sectional Tribunal of Tenancy
Its space requirements are equal to those itf the Sectional "T^ibuaals ;<ff Labor.

5-

District or Sectional Tribunals for Criminal Cases
Four of them, each with equal space requirements.
a.

Office of the Judge
Closely related to the Office of the Secretary and Receptor.

The office

must contain:

b.

1.

a desk for the Judge;

2.

a small table or desk for the use of the Secretary when he is
needed in the Judge's Office;

3.

seats for at least three persons;

4.

space for an active file;

5.

a telephone

6.

a bookcase

7.

a typewriter

Office of the Secretary and Receptor
Must be adjacent to a public waiting area.

This office must contain:

1.

desks for the Secretary and Receptor (space for
eight
amanuensis, each one with a desk and a
typewriter, could be allocated in this office or in adjacent room.)

2.

typewriters and telephones for the Secretary and the Receptor;

3.

a space with a desk for private lawyers or other individuals visiting
the Tribunal;

4.

seats for two persons at each desk;

5.

an active file, easy available to Secretary and Receptor as well as
to the Amanuensis.

6.

a bookcase

c.

Office of the District Attorney (Fiscal)
This office must have easy access to and from the Judge's Office and to
the Office of the Secretary and Receptor.

d.

1.

a desk

2.

an active file

3.

a typewriter and a telephone

4.

seating for two persons

5.

a bookcase.

The office must contain:

Porter-Messenger Station
This space is the same in all tribunals.

The mergin of two or more of

these stations into a central and larger one is highly desirable.
e.

Public Waiting Area
Seating provided for twenty-five persons.

6.

District or Sectional Tribunals for Civil Cases
There are three of these tribunals, all of them have equal space requirements,
a.

Office of the Judge
Spatial closeness to the Secretary and Receptor's offices is necessary.
It should also be close to the District Attorney's Office.
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The office must contain:
1.

a desk

2. a small table or desk for the Secretary
3. seats for three persons
4.

an active file

5. a bookcase
6.

a telephone

7. a typewriter
Office of the Secretary and Receptor
Must be adjacent to a public waiting area and close to the Office of
the District Attorney.

In this office there must be:

1. Desks for the Secretary and Receptor (space for eight amanuensis,
each one with a desk and a typewriter, could be provided in this office
or in an adjacent room)
2.

typewriters and telephones for the Secretary and Receptor

3. a space with a desk for private lawyers or other persons involved
in cases in the tribunal
4.

seats for two persons at each desk

5. an active file easy available to the persons working in this office
6.

a bookcase
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3. seats for three persons
4.

an active file (cases of immediate concern)

5. a bookcase
6.

a telephone

7. a typewriter
Secy-Steno Pool
Adjacent to a public waiting area.

In this area there must be:

1. space for three secretaries, each one with a typewriter and a
telephone; and
2.

an active file with cases involving the participation of the three
magistrates.

Office of the Secretary and Receptor
Must be adjacent to a public waiting area. The office must contain:
1. desks for the Secretary and Receptor
2.

space for six amanuensis, each one with a desk and a typewriter

3. typewriters and telephones for the Secretary and Receptor
4.

a space with a desk for private lawyers and persons involved in
cases in the Court

5. seats for two persons at each desk
6.

an active file

7. a bookcase
Porter-Messenger Station
Same as in all the tribunals.

c.

Office of the District Attorney (Fiscal)
His office must be easily accessible to and from the Judge's Office and
the Secretary and Receptor Office as well.

In the office there will be:

1. a desk
2.

an active file

3. a typewriter

d.

4.

a telephone

5.

a bookcase

6.

seating for two persons

Porter-Messenger Station
Same as other tribunals.

e. Public Waiting Area
Seating must be provided for fifty people.
Court of Appeals for Labor Cases
a. Magistrate's Office
Office for each one of the three magistrates. The secy-steno pool must
be adjacent to them.

Spatial closeness to the Secretary-Receptor Office

is also necessary. The office must contain:
1. a desk
2.

a small table or desk for the use of one of the secy-stenos or of
the judicial secretary
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e.

Public Waiting Area
Seats must be provided for six persons.

8 & 9.

First and Second Courts of Appeals

Each one with equal requirements as those of the Court of Appeals for Labor
Cases, with the exception of the public waiting areas, which must accomodate
twelve persons properly seated.
Presently each Court of Appeals has its own permanent files, the possibility
of forming one central permanent file must be investigated, if it is not
possible, each court must be provided with a file room with space for a
person in charge of the files who must have a desk, a typewriter and, if
possible, a telephone.
A tribunal that will deal with and only with contentious-administrative cases
is advocated by many jurists in Honduras, and it was vaguely defined in the
Constitution of 1965; it's creation should not be too far in the future, hence
a place for such a tribunal should be allocated on the site for the Palace of
Justice.

Its

space requirements will be similar to those of a Court of

Appeals.
A laboratory for examination of documents and other pertinent matters is to
be located within the Palace of Justice; its services will mainly be used by
the tribunals on criminal matters.

Its space requirements will be later
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introduced into this study as the programmer feels the need for personal
inspection of the existing laboratory, as well as personal interviews with
individuals in care of this laboratory in Tegucigalpa.
10.

Supreme Court of Justice
a.

Magistrates' Offices
One office space for each one of the magistrates.

The office must

contain:

b.

1.

a desk for the magistrate, a telephone on the desk

2.

a bookcase

3.

a space for a secy-steno with a desk, a telephone, a typewriter
and a small active file

4.

seats for four persons

Office for the Secretary and Receptor
This office space must be adjacent to a public waiting area.

The space

must contain:
1.

desks for the Secretary and the Receptor

2.

typewriters and telephones for the Secretary and Receptor

3.

Space for eighteen amanuensis, each one with a desk and a typewriter

4.

space with a desk for private lawyers and persons involved in cases
in the Court

5.

seats for two persons at each desk
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c.

6.

an active file, commong to the Secretary, Receptor and amanuensis

7.

a large bookcase or two smaller ones.

Office for the Attorney General
Physical proximity to the Secretary and Receptor Office is necessary.
The office needs:
1.

a desk and telephone for the Attorney General

2.

space with a desk, a typewritter, and a telephone for a secy-steno

3.

an active file

4.

a bookcase

5.

seats for three persons

There are other spaces which occupancy is not continuous but serve for special
meetings of the members of the Supreme Court.

Their frecuency of use is

varied, from three or more times a day to once a week or less.. Such spaces
are:
d.

Hall for Plenary Assemblies of the Supreme Court
The space must contain:
1.

a space for the seating of all the mggistrates of the Court;

2.

a space for the Secretary of the Court with a desk and typewriter.
District Attorney also needs a desk.

3.

space and desks for two amanuensis or secy-stenos
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4.

seating for private lawyers which don't stay for the entire length
of the assembly but enter and leave only when their specific case
is being taken into consideration.

5.

space for special guests or other persons such as a person presenting
his bar examination. Not more than six seats are required.

6.

witness stand.

Assembly Hall for the Supreme Tribunals
There are three of them, for criminal, civil and administrative cases.
All have the same spatial requirements:
1.

space for the seating of the members of the tribunal

2.

space for the Secretary of the Court with a desk and a typewriter

3.

desks and typewriters for two amanuensis or secy-stenos

4.

space for the Attorney General

5.

seating for private lawyers and their clients. They enter the room
only when their case is brought to the floor for consideration and
leave immediately after their case is terminated. No more than six
seats.

6.

witness stand.

Office space for the Administrative Section
The office must have:
1.

space for a Head Administrator with a desk, a typewriter and a
telephone

2.

desks and typewriters for ten amanuensis
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3. space for files
4. a bookcase
g. Office for the Purveyance Section
This office must have easy access from a service drive since materials,
mainly office supplies, need to be unloaded from pick-up trucks and vans
into the storage room, which should be given space for expansion. About
40% increase of storage space by the year 2000 . Space required:
1. Office for a head purveyor. Desk, typewriter, telephone.
2.

space for five clerks, each one with a desk, a typewriter and an
adding machine.

3. files
4.

storage room with a reception booth that must have a desk, a telephone,
typewriter, adding machine, and a small file. The storage room should
be provided with a loading dock.

h. Office of the Archive
Space requirements:
1. Office for a Head of Archive, with a desk, a telephone and a typewriter;
2.

space for two assistants with desks and typewriters;

3. file space.
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i.

Special Disbursement Office
This office must contain:

j.

k.

1.

space for the Disbursing Officer with a desk, a typewriter and
a telephone;

2.

desks for six amanuensis, typewriters and adding machines;

3.

an active file.

4.

public waiting area with capacity for ten persons,

Office for the Section of Budget
1.

office space for a Head of
telephone;

Budget with a desk, a typewriter and a

2.

space for six amanuensis, desks, typewriters, and adding machines;

3.

an active file,

Office of the Auditor
1.

space for a Head Auditor, desk, telephone, typewriter, adding machine;

2.

desks, typewriters, and adding machines for three assistants;

3.

an active file.

Other spaces in the Palace of Justice such as restrooms, lounges, circulation
areas, etc. are to be defined by the architectural arrangement of the building.
Auxiliary Spaces
a.

Drivers' Pool
A total of 28 drivers will be needed.

Fourteen for the Supreme Court and

its sections, six for the Courts of Appeals, five for the District
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Tribunals and three for the Tribunals of Peace.

They could be stationed

at a central pool or in different spaces.
b.

Janitor and Grounds Keeper Rooms
These spaces must have storage capacity for cleaning equipment, garden
tools, etc.

c.

Parking Spaces
There must be public parking space and parking for employees and officials
of the Courts and Tribunals.
Following figures projected for the year 1980; the number of parking
spaces for judicial employees and officials must be 340 spaces, and 600
parking spaces for the public.

Parking lots shall be located in such a

way as not to interfere with pedestrian circulation or with the enjoyment
of vistas and landscape.
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B.

Location and Relationship of Spaces
A chart has been developed for a better understanding of relative locations and

relationships.

It is a table dealing strictly with physical relationships, other

type of relationships are not considered.
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C.

Priorities
Public and official pedestrian flow should dictate more than anything the degree

of proximity among the different offices within the judicial power.
Parcel by messenger movement although less important than public andpedestrian
flows, do contribute strongly to the relative location of offices.
Public accessibility from the parking lots and streets is important for all
offices but it should be stressed in the lower tribunals more than in the courts of
appeals and the Supreme Court.
At the official level, the Supreme Court is the one that requires better access
to and from the outside, due to the fact that their relation with offices outside
the Palace of Justice is stronger than that of any of the other courts and tribunals.
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Character of the Proposed Building
A sober, elegant and ample building shall house the offices of the judiciary
system.
It shall not be luxurious yet it shall not be bare.
Its appearance shall be one of stability, dignity and strength.
It shall be impressive yet protective.
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design response

Since the design of a Palace of Justice, a facility for the judiciary branch

GOVERNMENTAL CENTER

of government, called for a structure to be located within a governmental complex
that was not in existence yet, there was the imperative necessity of providing a
master plan for such complex.
Due to the lack of time, of enough information, and to the fact that the
designing of a governmental center was not the primary concern of this program,
the master plan of the complex was not carried to the last detail.

Nevertheless,

all major design-affecting elements were studied and the result was the master
plan presented in this study.

Even when not a final product, this master plan

will serve as a guideline for later implementation and it is final enough to
admit all the details to be brought in later without major changes.
A need was felt to relate this complex to all Hondurians in more than the
governmental sense, hence there was the necessity to research some facts that
would give to this complex a definite Hondurian character; Hondurian history was
studied, and there were two major points coming out of this study: the Mayan
heritage, something that every Hondurian relates to, and the Spanish ruling during
the Colonial times.

The arrangement of public buildings around plazas were

present in both times and the building of dominant high points were specially used
during the Mayan Empire.

The site itself, without any improvements, presented a

natural Acropolis that gave the logical location for the highest offices, the
Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary branches of government.

The broken nature

of the site lent itself to the utilization of plazas at several levels connected
by stairways in a Mayan fashion.
The political history of the Republic of Honduras shows that government has
been exercized through three complementary and independent branches of government:
The Executive, the Judiciary, and the Legislative, with the Executive almost all
the time being the strongest one of the three.

The buildings for the three

branches were arranged in a triangular fashion around the major plaza, on the
acropolis.
Visual avenues were created giving emphasis to the major plaza by framing or
channeling the view with other buildings in the complex.

Open space is everywhere

present allowing the people to wander about the complex enjoing Tegucigalpa's
nice climate.
The buildings on the site were oriented as to face towards downtown Tegucigalpa,
thus creating a symbolic image of openess of the Government of the People of
Honduras.
Exploiting the level changes of the site, the vehicular traffic was played down,
recessing all the roads and parking lots are underground, in most cases, or buffered
to avoid the unwanted view of crowded parking lots.

The concept behind the design of the Palace of Justice was to create a monument

PALACE OF JUSTICE

to the abstract idea of justice and at the same time to provide for a functional
and dignified building for the dairy carrying out of the judicial activities.
After studying the program it was felt that there was a necessity of designing
an edifice that would give the sense of unity and stability, and that it would also
reflect the framework of power existing within the judiciary structure.

The follow-

ing is a scheme of the judiciary organization:
SUPREME COURT
THREE COURTS OF APPEAL
ELEVEN
SIX

DISTRICT TRIBUNALS

TRIBUNALS

OF

THE

PEACE

The pyramidal form fulfilled all these requirements, and at the same time it
strengthened and took advantage of the mayan-like plazas around it.

Its clean

silhouette contrasts with broken terrain around the building and all over the city.
The scale of the building is a compromise between the monumental and the human;
from the distance the building is perceived as a unit, a monumental mass of huge
proportions, but as the building is approached the separation of elements becomes
obvious; the human scale is introduced by the height of a door, the separation of
floors, the size of a planter, or many other design elements that permit the approaching individual to relate himself to the building on a human level.
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1.

Mass-Space Relationship.

Since the entire governmental complex was not designed to its final stage, a

GOVERNMENTAL

CENTER

statement concerning the relationship between mass and space cannot be a definite one.
However, some general concepts need to be stated at this stage, specially of those
areas near the judiciary building, since they affect the final design response of the
Palace of Justice.
The plaza of the three powers serves as a unifying element for the main three
buildings on the site.

As said before, they are arranged on a triangular fashion,

representing their complementary nature, but each one must be clearly defined to
show its independence.

Their final form is to be partially dictated by the site's

configuration and by their adaptation to the plazas at several levels on their
surroundings.

Their appearance must be one of strength and solidity.

They are to face towards the central plaza which will be a strong public circulation element, signifying thus the public involvement in national affairs required by
the democratic form of government called for in the Constitution.
The rest of the buildings on the site, the ministries, are arranged on clusters
around plazas, at degree of interrelationship of their governmental functions
dictates their spatial closeness.

The location of the clusters on the site depend

on the amount of public visitors going into the buildings forming the clusters,
hence the ministries of Labor, Health and Welfare, and Education are of the easiest

public access, followed by the cluster formed by the ministries of Economy,
Treasury, Public Works and Communication, and Natural Resources, finally the
ministries of the Interior, Foreign Affairs, and Defense are less accesible due
to the less amount of public visits received by them, and to the nature of their
functions which requires a more secluded location.
Their form and location must strengthen the visual impact of the structures
for the three branches of government of which they are dependent.
2.

Parking-Buildings Relationship.

In the governmental center there is space for public and private or official
parking.

The official parking is situated as close to the specific building as

possible, most of the time under the plaza in the center of each cluster or under
the buildings.
Public parking is located mainly under the plaza of the three powers, taking
advantage of a natural depression on the site directly under the plaza.

It is a

multi-story structure with entrances located on the lower one on the same level of
the public circulation road.

There are ramps connecting the levels from the first

story to the top one which roof is the walking surface of the central plaza.
Another public parking is situated below the plazas around the ministries of
Labor, Education, and Health and Welfare; it follows the same arrangement of that

parking beneath the plaza of the three powers.

These two public parking areas

will take almost all the public parking with some additional public parking
spaces, that will be introduced into the general scheme as it is implemented and
finalized, supplying the rest of the public parking space needed.
Public and official circulation is segregated as much as possible due to
security and traffic congestion considerations.

To achieve this separation there

are two main roads on the site: Public circulation is done on a road in front,
that is north, of the central plaza, having two lanes of traffic in each direction,
plus two lanes, one each direction, devoted entirely to mass transit units.

The

official circulation road loops around the back of the main plaza with smaller
roads stemming from it going to official parking lots and service areas.
Mass transit, as said before, runs along the public road with two major loading unloading stations located, the first one, at the norfti east edge of the central
plaza, on a lower level, with staircases leading to the lowest level of the central
plaza, serving thus the three buildings of the government branches, the D.I.N,
building, the ministries of Labor and Health and Welfare, and in a less immediate
manner the three ministries located south of the central plaza.

The second one, also

on a lower level, is located north east of the cluster formed by the ministries of
Economy, Treasury, Natural Resources, and Communications and Public Works, it serves
mainly the above mentioned ministeries plus that one of Education, it serves also,
but in a lesser degree, the building of the Legislative and the Health and Welfare
Ministry.

The central plaza was described above, but there are, however, some things that
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need to be expanded here.
One of them is the Palace of Justice's physical closeness to other buildings and

1-mass - space relationships to

spaces.

The edifice is isolated enough so as to be seen as a definite building, its

mass is seen as a separate, individual form; but at the same time is close enough to

surrounding areas

the other two buildings as to define a semi-enclosed space, the central plaza which
is bounded at its eastern side by the Palace of Justice.

The part of the central

plaza that is adjacent to the Palace of Justice becomes an atrium-like space for the
building but at the same time is kept uninterrupted from the rest of the plaza;
this quality of space is achieved by reflecting pools and plant material around the
upper entrance, while at the lower part a more definite separation is present by the
creation of an entrance court defined at its southern part by a change of levels and
by rhythmically spaced plant material, and at the northern side by a tall, long
planter with jets of water coming out from its side matching the rhythm of the trees
at the opposite side and in the planter above.

The difference of these two areas is

due to the different types of people that each one is directed to; the lower one is
oriented to people entering the central plaza from the north, all the mass-transit
users, that need a better defined entrance that will help to orient them as they
enter the governmental complex from a lower point that does not permit an undisturbed
view of the central plaza.

The upper entrance area is directed for people already on

the upper levels of the plaza or coming out from the parking below, people that
have a more complete view of the plaza and thus better understanding of the buildings
and of their entrances.
The D.I.N, building and the Ministry of Labor are the other two structures that
relate strongly to the Palace of Justice due to interrelations in their functions.
Both buildings are located close to the Palace of Justice, on lower levels and
connected to it by pedestrian bridges and continuous visual lines.

After reviewing the program for the Palace of Justice and after some personal

2- functional and spatial

interviews held between the designer and person in the judicial structure of

the

Republic of Honduras, it was found that the public moves horizontally, that is to

relationships

say that the public most of the time remains within the level of the Tribunal or
Court where he is involved in a legal case, very few times having to go up or down
in the judicial structure, to the immediate level, and almost never having to go
to three different levels in the same visit; exception made with lawyers carrying
cases at several levels in the judicial structure, in which case some vertical
movement is necessary,,and familiarization with the building layout is quickly
expected.
Opposite to the public movement, official relationships are usually in a vertical
sense since each court or tribunal is dependent from the one above and official visits
among tribunals or courts in the same level are not of frequent occurrence, even
vertical, official visits are not made, usually, on a daily basis. Thus, in order to
give to the building the greatest simplicity possible as far as the arrangement of
offices and the levels of justice activities, a floor was allocated to each one of the
sets or kinds of courts and tribunals needed.
The Supreme Court was given the three upper floors, one for the administrative
offices of the court, other for the Magistrates' offices and the Secretary and

receptor office, and the third one for the halls of the Supreme Tribunals and the
Plenary Assembly Hall.
Official parking space was arranged on two levels, the lower one intended for
persons working in the first two levels of tribunals and the upper parking for
persons working in the Courts of Appeal and Supreme Court.
The number of official parking spaces given in the program for this building
was changed since an error was found in the estimation of the number of parking
spaces.

Taking into consideration the income of people working in the Palace of

Justice, the persons/aubomobile ratio in Tegucigalpa, and the strong dependance
of people on the mass transit service, a number, 116, was reached.

This number

was used in the designing of the parking garages plus a safety margin.
In order to avoid excessive and unnecessary use of the elevators that would
increase the operational costs, stairs were placed at strategic locations so as
to invite the people to use them instead of elevators, whenever possible.
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All floor plans, with the exception of the first floor, are centered around the
courtyard or light well in the middle of the building.

The second floor is the main

circulation level, with people entering it at two main points, both on the western
part of the floor, the center one is the entrance from the central plaza and the
lower one, the stairs coming up from the lower lobby.

Those two entrances defined

partially the circulation pattern of the second floor, and to a lesser but still
substantiable degree, that of the rest of the floors; stairs are located, when
possible, around the lightwell to keep the vertical movement of people somehow
restricted to the inner corridors; public entrances to tribunals and courts are
centered in those corridors, floor plans become more private in character as one gets
away from this lightwell or public movement core, to the almost-restricted-to-thepublic outer corridor, intended more than anything for official circulation.
The building is kept as open as possible in order to take advantage of the extremely
nice weather.
shaft.

Air is permitted to circulate freely in the corridors and central light

None of the outside rooms, with the exception of the halls in the topmost floor,

have direct exposure to the solar rays, there is always a corridor serving as a buffer,
thus reducing the heat concentration in the rooms of the building.
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Two principal factors were considered essential in the determination of the
spatial quality of the building: the character of the activities taking place in the
building and the degree of public participation in each of those activities.
A sense of sobriety was sought to be given to all spaces, from the large and
open lobbies, from which public is led visually to corridors, stairs, or elevators,
to the inner spaces in the building.

Corridors were meant to be simple, straight,

with the least distracting features as possible, emphasizing the entrances, stairs,
elevators and building directories placed on walls of extensively circulated by
spaces.
All waiting areas are to serve as a transition from the public character in
lobbies and corridors to a private environment such as the offices of the secretary
and receptor to which, in almost every case, they are adjacent, these offices in
turn, due to the clerical character of their activities and to the large amount of
public visits that they receive, are of simple layout, serving as a connection
between the more private spaces within the tribunal and the public waiting space.
In order to be in accordance with the authority with which they are invested,
the judges' offices are the most solemn ones, private in character and more elaborate
in material selection and decoration.
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A.

STRUCTURAL
All structural materials shall be of the highest quality available and in

conformity with the local building code.
Reinforced concrete is used for all rigid frames, supporting beams, suspended
beams, columns and long span concrete planks.
Structural steel suspension members are applied a concrete furring fof fire
protection purposes.

B.

NON-STRUCTURAL
None of the facing, finishing or decorative materials shall serve as structural

supporting elements.

They shall be of the highest quality available.

All exterior walls are to have a white cement stucco facing, that includes
also all the visible faces of structural members.
Terrazzo finished flooring is used in lobbies, corridors and all other public
spaces with the exception of the central courtyard where exposed rough aggregate
concrete is used.
All offices have carpeting and the halls for the Supreme Tribunals and
plenary sessions have terrazzo flooring.
All walls facing the public circulation spaces have a stucco finish, painted or
white, with a 12 centimeter vinyl cove base, with the exception of some walls around

the entrances where Hondurian marble is used.
The decorative pannel shown in the upper wall of the lower lobby is bronze
casting, a similar decorative element is used on the walls of the upper entrance
corridor.
Hondurian mahogany panneling is used in the judges' offices and on the back
wall, behind the judge, in the Assembly halls of the top level.
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Structure consists of 12 reinforced concrete rigid frames, coming to a compression ring at the top

of the building and resting on four central re-inforced

concrete columns.
Beams run at each floor, from frame to frame and from column to column.

The

beams on the frames serve as support for the steel suspension members from which
a reinforced concrete beam is hung at the floor below.

The opposite end of this

beam rests on one of the central beams running from column to column.
The result of this structural system is an extremely free floor plan since
there are no vertical members in the middle of the floor with the exception of
the first two floors where, due to the small diameter of these vertical members,
they do not represent an obstruction.
For better understanding of the structure refer to the slides at the end of
this program.
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Since only cooling was required in this building, a one-pipe system of air
conditioned was used.
A supply mainly of chilled water is brought into the building from the
physical plant located east of it, from the main four supply risers are taken
up at each one of the central columns to serve the four sections of the floors.
From here one pipe goes to the fan-coil units, air is distributed by ducts to
the rooms in that zone.

Every six hours there is a change of air with fresh

air intake from the outside.

Since the building is open and air is circulating

constantly thuough corridors and the central light shaft, the intake of fresh
air can be done from the corridors.

All lights are fluorescent lights with some incandescent lights used to
emphasize some areas, such as lobbies, staircases, entrances and exits.

